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A Solution for the Credit Rating Agency 
Debate 
Portions of the following speech were presented by Ray McDaniel, CEO of Moody’s  
Corporation, on 21 March 2012 at a Luncheon sponsored and hosted by the American  
European Community Association 

That credit ratings have been relied upon by regulators and politicians alike to serve public-
policy objectives for the past many decades is no secret.  What in the 1920s began as a 
limited and confined use of credit ratings by U.S. banking authorities, over time has 
transformed into an increasingly intricate and at times conflicting outsourcing mechanism of 
certain public-sector functions to private-sector institutions.  For example, the credit rating 
agency industry has been used as:  

» A quasi regulator:  to address safety and soundness concerns by setting capital standards 
for financial institutions;  

» A gatekeeper:  to limit the ability of issuers from selling securities and investors from 
buying securities by setting mandatory ratings requirements; and  

» A proxy for information disclosure: to excuse issuers from certain securities-related 
disclosures if they have obtained a rating.  

Yet, credit rating agencies are private-sector institutions that provide credit-risk assessments 
intended primarily for use by other private-sector institutions.  They have developed in pace 
with the global financial markets, and have adjusted in order to meet the demands and 
expectations of the professional investor community.  The dilemma of reconciling these dual 
roles of private-sector opinion provider and public-policy regulatory tool is increasingly 
acute, complex and has become a circle that possibly cannot be squared.   
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The Problem:  Ratings are perceived as being too influential  

Many regulations use rating actions to trigger simultaneous and automatic responses by regulated 
institutions.  This use is a potential cause – probably the cause – for the growing perception that credit 
ratings are too influential, particularly in the context of public-sector stress and resulting sovereign 
credit rating actions in recent years.  CRAs have been criticized for increasing market volatility (i.e., for 
being “pro-cyclical”) as well as for causing spill-over effects, including through supposedly ill-timed 
ratings changes.   

Whether ratings are too influential or disruptive is debatable.  As noted in a recent IMF paper, “the 
empirical work shows that sovereign ratings do provide useful informational value ... However, most of this 
is delivered through ‘outlooks’, ‘reviews’, and ‘watches’ that signal the likely direction and timing of future 
rating actions, as opposed to actual rating changes”.1  This conclusion is consistent with anecdotal 
evidence showing, for example, that bond yields of several sovereigns decreased (rather than increased) 
after their ratings were downgraded. 

Moreover, ratings are more stable and less cyclical than bond and equity market-based credit measures.  
Few rating changes are subsequently reversed, even over long horizons.  This implies that rating 
changes reflect enduring, rather than short-lived, changes in credit quality.  When changes do occur, 
they are much less likely to be reversed within a short period of time.  A Moody’s rating action is rarely 
(1%) reversed within a year, whereas roughly three quarters of all moves in market opinion are 
reversed within a similar timeframe, and often multiple times in both directions. To the extent that 
ratings do influence the cycle, our ratings appear to serve as a moderating force in the short to medium 
term, thereby reducing credit-spread volatility.    

FIGURE 1 

Five-year CDS-implied EDFTM metric of selected sovereign issuers2 

 
Source: MarkIt 

 

                                                                          
1  Global Financial Stability Report, October 2010, p.111.  See also Kiff, Nowak and Schumacher (2012), IMF Working Paper WP/12/23. 
2  See annex for the specific charts for each of France, United Kingdom and United states plotting Moody’s ratings against bond price implied and CDS implied credit risk 

indicators.  
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Policy Response 

Irrespective of whether credit rating agencies in fact are too influential or disruptive, authorities are 
considering regulatory measures that will reduce the impact (perceived or otherwise) of ratings.  The 
policy options broadly fall into two categories:  

1. Prohibit credit rating agencies from publishing their opinions; or,  

2. Limit the impact of any one credit rating opinion. 

I take each in turn below.  

1. Prohibit credit rating agencies from publishing their opinions: 

The primary rationale underpinning measures to prohibit rating agencies from publishing their views 
is that if credit ratings were curtailed, investors would have less opportunity to over-react to them, 
resulting in more stable markets.  Some of the ideas that are being discussed today include, for 
example: banning rating agencies from publishing ratings on sovereigns; giving regulators pre-approval 
powers; and mandating a “cooling off” or “black-out” period for ratings.  These types of measures 
misconstrue how markets work.   

With or without ratings, credit issues will continue to be relevant and important in the global capital 
markets.  This fact is particularly true in the sovereign sector, where governments are the biggest debt 
issuers in the world.  Sovereigns will continue to borrow, they will continue to have counterparties and 
the dialogue about their credit risk will continue to include the views from market commentators, 
investors, other sovereigns, and a host of other public and private institutions. 

Stopping debate will not be the answer, primarily because it is physically impossible for it to be the 
answer.  If one source for credit-risk measurement is shut down, the market inevitably looks to others 
– such as, credit default swaps and secondary market bond prices – all of which are consistently and 
materially more volatile than ratings.  On an operational level, therefore, it is likely that more volatile 
indicators will replace the void left by prohibited ratings, and market rumors and innuendos will have 
greater sway.  Efforts by policymakers to “control the message” about risk by controlling credit ratings 
are therefore likely to produce exactly the opposite effect.  And on a more fundamental level, rules that 
bar operations for one set of market participants will shake confidence in the even-handedness of the 
regulatory environment and ultimately hinder the flow of capital across markets.  

2. Limit the impact of any one credit rating opinion. 

A second series of regulatory measures focuses on reducing the impact of any one credit opinion on the 
markets.  Ideas in this area include reducing regulatory reliance on credit ratings as well as increasing 
transparency in the debt markets, in the belief that more CRAs (as well as other market commentators) 
would be incentivized to publish opinions.  

If the objective of the latest round of legislative initiatives for the credit rating agencies is to limit their 
influence in the broader markets, the best and most efficient solution is to reduce the relevance of 
credit rating agencies within the regulatory oversight regimes.  By severing the tie between rating 
actions and mechanistic responses from regulated institutions, public policy makers will take 
important steps in limiting the potential impact that credit ratings may have on the overall stability of 
the financial system.  
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Many regulations use ratings for reasons unrelated to measuring credit risk.  Removing credit ratings 
from these types of regulation should be a relatively simple first step.  For example, in the United 
States, the Securities and Exchange Commission recently changed its rules on short-form prospectus 
eligibility to replace ratings-based criteria with alternative tests.3   

Many question whether reducing regulatory reliance on credit ratings will damage the viability of the 
credit rating agency industry.  Moody’s does not think so.  Rather, we believe that one of the benefits 
of eliminating the mandatory and mechanistic use of ratings in the regulatory system would be to open 
the market for credit-risk analysis to greater competition.  Importantly, rating agencies will operate in a 
healthier environment, where the principal way they will demonstrate relevance and value will be on 
the quality of their underlying analysis rather than their regulatory “license”.   

Reducing credit rating agencies’ influence in the sovereign sector  
In the sovereign sector, however, the concerns are different.  Information regarding sovereign issuers is 
freely, widely and publicly available.  There is a robust debate about sovereign credit risk, and many 
market participants, commentators and investors hold their own views on sovereign credit risk.  
Finally, ratings on sovereigns are used far less frequently in regulation.  So what is really at the heart of 
the controversy regarding sovereign credit ratings?   

One view that is gaining support is that credit ratings are published by private-sector institutions, and 
that the private sector does not fully appreciate the complexities of public-sector bodies.  Therefore, 
the argument continues, public-sector institutions are better placed to opine on sovereign credit risk.  
Indeed, although the official sector has at times been highly critical of the opinions of credit rating 
agencies, it has remained largely absent from providing its credit view in the debate.   

Consequently, rather than stifle those opinions, policy makers could neutralize private-sector credit 
rating opinions by introducing a public-sector voice to contribute competing views.  The fundamental 
question before policy makers is whether a public-sector voice about sovereign credit risk would be 
credible.  There are a number of precedents that indicate the answer could be ‘yes’.   

Indeed, several credible and influential governmental institutions already exist that could provide a 
public-sector view on sovereign credit risk.  In our view, four elements are needed to establish a 
credible entity:  

1. A very clear mandate or objective to publish credit views on sovereigns;  

2. Independence from sovereign governments; 

3. Analytical expertise in assessing credit risk; and,  

4. Broad dissemination, to allow market participants easy and unfettered access to views.   

Given the number of public institutions that already exist that function along these lines, and that 
have a record for independence and credibility, establishing such a body is a matter of political will.  

                                                                          
3  See SEC Release, Security Ratings, Release No. 3309245; 34-64975; Fie No. S7-18-08, August 3, 2011. 
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Conclusion  

The market benefits of independent institutions providing perspectives on various risks is well settled. 
Credit risk and credit ratings are one such example.  What is not as clear, and what has been at the 
centre of the debate in the credit ratings industry for the past several decades, is whether credit ratings 
are too influential, and if so, how is their influence reduced.  The tension is particularly acute when the 
credit risk being assessed is that of a sovereign.  

To address the rating agency dilemma, Moody’s suggests that the following regulatory policies would 
unambiguously reduce any unwarranted impact of credit rating agencies in the markets: 

» Mechanistic, regulatory usage must come to an end, and authorities must allow rating agencies to 
return to their roots, serving market needs rather than public-policy needs.   

» All rating agencies should be allowed to express their views.  However, diversity in views should be 
encouraged, not just from rating agencies but from all market commentators, so that no individual 
opinion is as likely to cause excessive market reaction. 

» Public institutions that have both the expertise and credibility among market participants should 
provide credit views on sovereigns in order to introduce into the debate a more rigorous public-
sector perspective on sovereign credit risk. 

Thank you.  
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Annex 1 

Specific country charts plotting Moody’s credit rating actions against bond-price implied and CDS 
implied credit risk indicators.  

FIGURE 2 
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Source: MarkIt, Moody’s Analytics 

 

FIGURE 3 
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Source: MarkIt, Moody’s Analytics 

 

FIGURE 4 

United States 
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Source: MarkIt, Moody’s Analytics 
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